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1. Overview
The goAML Web Form provides the ability to upload and download full and partial transactions
as XML files. This allows users to create and re-use templates that can speed up the manual
entry of reports.

2. How to Download a Transaction
Figure 1 shows a goAMLWeb report that has been partially completed. It contains a single biparty transaction with an account. It may be required that the user wishes to submit several biparty transactions that contain this account and will therefore want to download the transaction
as it is so that it can be re-used as a template.
Any transactions can be downloaded, it is not necessary for a transaction to be valid or
complete.
In order to download the transaction as XML, hover the mouse over the Transaction in the
navigator pane on the left of the report and the download icon
will appear. Hovering over
this will show the tooltip Download Transaction (XML) or the equivalent translation for the
selected culture.
Clicking this button will download the specific transaction.

Figure 1 - Transaction ready for download
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Figure 2 below shows an example of a resulting XML that is downloaded. Only the fields that
are provided in the report are given in the XML. Some (but not necessarily all) fields that are
mandatory, such as <transactionnumber> are also included, but are sometimes provided as an
empty tag. It is strongly recommended to fill in at least dummy values for mandatory fields in
order to guarantee that they indeed show up in the XML.

Figure 2 - Downloaded Transaction XML
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Everything inside the <transaction> tags follow the structure of the goAML Schema.
The difference between the XML used to download/upload transactions and the complete XML
schema is that the transactions are wrapped in the <reportdata> and <transactions> tags. This is
because multiple transactions can be downloaded or uploaded at once, and so a root element is
required (reportdata). The group element (transactions) is used so that the functionality can be
extensible in the future to accommodate other groups of reusable objects such as Persons,
Accounts and Entities.
The schema for the validation of transaction uploads can either be downloaded from the MROS
web page or directly from within goAML. Please note that this XML Report Validator function is
only available in the pilot environment and not in the production environment. First navigate to
the XML Report Validator (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: XML Report Validator

Then click on the download link (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Download link for transaction schema

If you try to implement a system that generates these XML files, it is important to ensure that your
XML files successfully validate against this XML schema. Otherwise your transaction uploads will
fail.
The following XML example shows the basic structure on how multiple transactions will appear
when downloaded.
<reportdata>

<transactions>
<transaction>
…
</transaction>
…
</transaction>
…

</transactions>
</reportdata>
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All transaction files that are downloaded can be used immediately for uploading as templates for
new transactions.

Figure 5 shows where to download all of the transactions in the report. Hovering the mouse pointer
over the Transactions header in the left navigator will display the button (see Figure 5). Please
note that this button will only be displayed if you have entered at least one transaction.

Figure 5 - Download All Transactions

3. How to Upload Transactions
Each transaction should be inside a <transaction> tag and must follow the goAML schema
structure, however it does not have to be valid, i.e. the data does not have to be complete or
conform to the restrictions of the schema such as mandatory, min/max, decimal etc. Nevertheless,
it is recommended that it is as compliant with the XML schema as possible. The best and safest
way to do this is to validate it against the official XML schema. As stated before it is possible and
allowed to upload incomplete transactions but this would necessitate entering the missing values
manually after the transaction upload.1
In the XML file, the transactions should then be placed inside <reportdata> and <transactions>
tags as seen in Figure 6. It is also possible to upload each transaction individually in separate files.
However even a single transaction must be contained in these wrapper tags for it to be uploaded
successfully.

1

Please note that being validated against the XML schema is the first step of getting a report accepted. This
validation checks that the form and structure of the XML are acceptable. The content will be checked against
the business rules after report submission. The business rules are described in the document “Standard
XML Reporting - Instructions and Specifications for goAML“.
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Figure 6 - Upload All Transactions

Once the file is ready for upload, place the mouse over the Transactions header in the left hand
navigator so that the Upload Transactions (XML)- button is displayed as shown in Figure 7 and
click it to open the file dialog.

Figure 7 - Upload Transactions button

Select the file containing the transactions and click the Upload button as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Upload XML Transactions Dialog

The content of the file will be read and the transactions will be added to the report as shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Report after transactions upload

All transactions are added to the report as they are shown in the file. There is no processing on the
report or file. For example, if there is an existing transaction in the report with the same number as
one in the file, it will result in two transactions in the report with the same number. Any linking of
accounts must also be done manually after the transactions have been uploaded.
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4. Linking of Accounts
After transactions have been uploaded, initially all objects such as Persons, Accounts and Entities
are treated individually, that means that changing the data on one object will not change the data
on any of the other objects even if they have exactly the same data.
For Accounts, it is possible to link objects that share the same Account Number so that any
changes to one of those Account objects will be reflected in all the others.
For example:

Figure 10 - Linking Accounts

In Figure 10 there are three uploaded transactions each with an account. The first two accounts
have the same account number Adam123. The first account is selected and highlighted in the
editor.
By clicking on the Link Accounts button
of the first account, all of the information of the first
account will be copied to the second account (and any other accounts that have this number).
After this, any change to either of these accounts will be reflected in the other. The third account
of Sarah123 is not affected.
The green box in Figure 11 shows the areas that contain the linked account data. The red boxes
show From and Foreign Currency objects which are not part of the Account object and are
therefore not linked.
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Figure 11 - Account data
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